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Our Wholesale Price $15,450
Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  3N1AB8CV5MY224545  

Make:  Nissan  

Model/Trim:  Sentra SV  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  White  

Engine:  2.0L I4 149hp 146ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray  

Transmission:  Xtronic CVT  

Mileage:  65,291  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 29 / Highway 39

Step into the world of refined driving pleasure with the stunning 2021
Nissan Sentra SV, a true embodiment of elegance and performance.
Dressed in a pristine white exterior, this Sentra is a vision of purity,
turning heads and commanding attention on every road it graces. The
sleek lines and dynamic silhouette are not just a feast for the eyes, but
also a promise of the aerodynamic efficiency that lies within. 

Open the door to a sanctuary of comfort, where a spacious gray interior
welcomes you into a realm of sophistication. Though the exact material
remains a mystery, one thing is certain: the cabin's ambiance is
designed to soothe and invigorate, making every journey an experience
in itself. The interior color palette creates a harmonious blend of light
and shadow, exuding an air of tranquility that makes every commute
feel less like a routine and more like a retreat.

At the heart of this automotive masterpiece is a robust 2.0L I4 engine,
delivering a generous 149 horsepower and 146 ft. lbs. of torque. This
powerplant is a marvel of engineering, offering an exhilarating drive
that's both responsive and smooth. Whether you're navigating city
streets or cruising on the highway, the Sentra SV's engine ensures that
you have the power you need, precisely when you need it.

Paired with the engine is the state-of-the-art Xtronic CVT (Continuously
Variable Transmission), a testament to Nissan's commitment to
innovation. This transmission is designed to optimize fuel efficiency and
deliver seamless acceleration, adapting effortlessly to your driving style.
It's the perfect companion to the Sentra's spirited engine, providing a
driving experience that's both engaging and economical.

But the 2021 Nissan Sentra SV is more than just a pretty face with an
impressive engine. It's a vehicle that comes with the assurance of
quality, as evidenced by the prestigious award from J.D. Power and
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quality, as evidenced by the prestigious award from J.D. Power and
Associates's Initial Quality Study (IQS). Recognized as one of the Top
Models, the Sentra SV stands as a testament to Nissan's dedication to
excellence. When you choose this car, you're not just getting a vehicle;
you're getting peace of mind, knowing that you're driving one of the best
in its class.

While the exact manufacturer options and packages remain
unspecified, rest assured that the Sentra SV comes equipped with a
host of features designed to enhance your driving experience. From
advanced safety systems to cutting-edge technology, every aspect of
this vehicle is crafted to provide you with the utmost comfort,
convenience, and confidence on the road.

Don't miss the opportunity to own a piece of automotive artistry. The
2021 Nissan Sentra SV is a car that blends style, performance, and
quality into one irresistible package. It's a vehicle that speaks to the
discerning driver, one who appreciates the finer things in life. So, why
wait? Take the wheel of this exquisite machine and embark on a
journey of unparalleled driving pleasure. Your new Sentra SV awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/01/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2021 NISSAN SENTRA SV

Accident reported

5 Service history
records

2 Previous owners

Types of owners: Rental,
Lease

Last owned in Florida

65,291 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Armrests: rear center folding with storage  

- Shift knob trim: alloy  - Steering wheel trim: leather - Adaptive cruise control  

- Adaptive stop and go cruise control: semi-automatic  - Cargo area light 

- Power outlet(s): 12V front  - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start 

- Remote engine start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Multi-function display 

- Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: premium cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Daytime running lights  

- Side mirrors: heated  - Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Wheels: aluminum alloy - Front wipers: variable intermittent - Window defogger: rear
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